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Science principles a1 a2 a3 a4
Science teaching is good at our school when...
 activities and resources are exciting
 children are inspired and enthused
 children ask questions and are encouraged to explore the
answers

Staff were asked
what made science
teaching good – this
is what we came up
with

Planning

a1 a2 a4 c1
Kent Scheme of Work for Primary Science, 2014, Edukent

Extract from the Kent
scheme purchased to
support the new curriculum.

Example of year 4 planning

Year 4- Electricity

Reference to the Programme of Study 2014
Pupils should be taught to:

Learning Objectives

Starter

Introduction

L.O: To be able to

Chdn to respond to
marking from last lesson.

What is the pitch of a sound?

find patterns




Identify common appliances that run on electricity
Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers



Identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery



Recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit



Recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with being good conductors.

between the pitch of Re-cap on how sounds
a sound and
are made louder? Relate
to energy and size of
features of the
vibrations.
object that

The learning journey – ‘Electricity’

produced it.

Year group
4

To be able to use a
scientific enquiry to
answer a question.




Statutory Requirements from the Programme of Study
Identify common appliances that run on electricity
Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers



Identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a

Explore – How do we change the pitch of a sound?
In this session the children should learn that as well as loudness we
can change the pitch of a sound. Some might make the relationship
between the speeds of the vibrations and the pitch produced.
Use some ‘Boomwackers’ to demonstrate pitch. Different children
could each have a Boomwacker which they hit against the table. The
class must try to place them in the correct order from lowest to
highest sound. Encourage the use of comparative and superlative
words.

Vocabulary
Sound
Vibration
Air
Medium
Sound wave
Compression
Energy
Pitch
frequency

battery

6



Recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit




Recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with being good conductors.
Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number and voltage of cells used in the circuit



Compare and give reasons for variations in how components function, including the brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and
the on/off position of switches



Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram.

Example slides from cpd led
by coordinator on planning

Example of long term
plans from year 5
Year 5 Long Term Plan 2014-15

National Curriculum objectives for literacy and maths are being followed throughout the year.

Class Novel
(one a term)
Science

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

James & Giant
Peach

James & Giant
Peach

The Switch

Spring 1

The Switch

Spring 2

Holes

Summer 1

Earth and Space

Forces

Living things and
their habitats

Animals,
including humans

Properties and
their materials

Summer 2
Holes

Year 4
Medium term plan

Learning journey
from year 4

Year Gp -4 Week beg 26.1.15
Session

Objectives/Success
Criteria

Whole Class

Application (Task)

Differentiation

Plenary

Resources

Cross curricular science

1
Speaking &
Listening: AF3

READING COMPREHENSION-Look at past SATS paper

a4 c1 c3 d1

APP focus:
Reading AF
2
Speaking &
Listening:
APP focus:
Reading AF
3
Speaking &
Listening:

LO: To research
how we hear

Ask the children to think about how they
can hear.
Watch video of the inside of the ear and
L.O: To identify key look at the diagram to identify the main
information in a
parts of the ear.
text
Use the Manchester University website to
look at the function of each part
L.O: To produce a Re-cap on the main parts of the ear and how
text map of how we we hear.
hear

APP focus: AF7
Reading AF:
4
Speaking &
Listening:

LO: plan an
explanation about
how we hear

Using a diagram of the LA: Give a series of
ear, children to label pictures to order.
each section and
create a flow chart of
how the ear works.

Look at the planning sheet together boxing Children to plan their GG – CT to work
it up), model the first section. Refer back own explanation based with LA to create
to vocab in the week to ensure all is
on How we hear
their plan
covered. As a class, generate a success
criteria.

Diagram of the
ear

Talk to write,
children to share
their explanation
with a partner –
talking through the
stages.

APP focus: AF3 Success criteria
Class generated
Reading AF:
5
LO: Write an
Re read their plan, give ch’n time to re tell Children to write their Writing Assessment
Speaking & explanation of how their explanation to a buddy. Buddy to
explanation
Working independently.
Listening: we hear
offer feedback (3 stars and wish) related independently
to vocabulary used (cause and effect
Science
APP focus: AF3
connectives, technical
vocab). is used as a stimulus for
writing in literacy – examples given
& AF1
Reading AF:

New dataloggers have been
used to provide graphs for
analysing
in maths

Ch’n working in mixed Watch videos of how the Video clips
tablepairs
ear works.
Research
Look at the
information about the
ear and highlight key
information.

Planning sheet

Self assessment Planning sheets
tick sheet –
success criteria
To write a diary of
Charles Darwin.

are diary writing as Darwin (Y6) and
an explanation text on how the ear works
(Y4).
Other examples include DT/Music where pupils
designed and played instruments made following
investigations in science on pitch.

R – Who was Charles Darwin? What did he
do? Tell your partner something you found
out about Darwin in your research.
What is the structure of a diary? Review
the correct structure and how the
introduction previews what is coming up.
T – Darwin arrived in the Galapagos and
kept a journal of his findings and feelings.
He was amazed and often disgusted by
what he found.

Task:
Children to dramatize Darwin’s arrival in the
Galapagos Islands in groups of 3 or 4.
Groups to write a rough monologue /
commentary on how Darwin felt getting off
the ship after weeks at sea. How he felt
seeing new species.
Observations he might have made about his
surroundings.
Children to have planning sheet to fill in.
Draw stick men pictures

Diary writing planning sheet.
IWB.
Darwin props?

Creative teaching a1 a3 a4 a5 b2
b3 c1 c3

Examples of
differentiation
From years 3 and 5.
Teaching at SPJS is
creative and designed to
enable all learners to achieve

Child led learning

a3 a4 b2 c1 c3

Children are encouraged to ask
questions and consider how to find
the answers.
From year 3 they are challenged to
ask scientific questions.
The boards show brainstorms
about topics and questions the
children wish to find the answer to.

Year 3 child
encouraged
to ask a
scientific
question

Eg of a brainstorm showing the
pupil’s known facts in blue and
questions in red

Pupils’ voice
I like doing fun
experiments and learning
interesting facts

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 b2 c1 c3
…the experiments we have done
were really fun and interesting. I
don’t like science – I LOVE it!

I like the fact it is trial
and error so you never
know what you may
find out.

Year 4 pupil

Year 4 pupil

Year 6 pupil

I like all of it

I like getting to do
experiments
and finding results
Year 6 pupil

I like how it teaches me
about a whole range of bits
about the world around us
and showing me about
nature and what I could do
to make an impact on the
world.
Year 6 pupil

Year 5 pupil

Science is basically
AWESOME!
Because discover
EPIC facts Y4 pupil

I really, really enjoy
science - actually I
enjoy experiments
not writing down
conclusions or
estimates.
Y4 pupil

Everything about
science is exciting
and fun
Year 4 pupil

I would like to say that
science the way the
teachers teach it now
makes it easier to
understand
Year 6 pupil

My favourite part
of science this
year has been
learning about
states of matter
because we got
to try out
experiments
using honey and
lots of other
foods and
objects.
Year 4 pupil

We don’t do enough of
it – we need to do more!
Y4 pupil

Children were also asked
about science teaching –
all enjoyed science –
here are a selection of
their comments

Parents’ voice
What I think the school does
really well … Learning
opportunities like the science
family evening

a1a4 c1 c3
What I think the school does
really well … The science
evenings have been very
informative.

Thanks for a lovely
evening. Lots of science
facts to feed young (and
old) brains. Well done.

Parent

Parent

Just one of the many positive comments
from Parents after the science evening.

Good way
to learn

The Sex Education Parents
meeting gave me the
information and reassurance I
needed. I realise that it is the
right time for my daughter to
learn about her changing body.

Y 4 Parent

What I think the school does
really well … I was very
impressed with the science work
done in SPJS
Parent

So well organised
And so much fun

What I think the school does
really well … The family fun
evening – science and sport were
brilliant
Parent

Parents were surveyed about their
views about the school.
There were many positive comments
about science teaching being one of
our strengths

Y5 Parent

What I think the school
does really well … The
children leaving have
got excellent all round
knowledge. I was
impressed with the
science the children
learn.
Parent

What I think the school does
really well … Science topics that
create interest.
Parent

To be able to
recognisethat a
switch opens and
closes a circuit
and associate this
with whether a
lamp lights in a
simple series
circuit

To be able to
recognise some
common
conductors and
insulators and
associate metals
with being good
conductors
To be able to
identify whether
or not a lamp will
light in a simple
series circuit,
based on
whether or not
the lamp is part
of a complete
loop with a
battery.

To be able to
construct a
simple series
electrical circuit,
identifying and
naming its basic
parts, including
cells, wires,
bulbs, switches
and buzzers

To be able to
recognise that
some
mechanisms,
including
levers, pulleys
and gears,
allow a smaller
force to have a
greater effect.
To be able to
identify the
effects of air
resistance,
water
resistance and
friction, that
act between
moving
surfaces.
To be able to
explain that
unsupported
objects fall
towards the
Earth because
of the force of
gravity acting
between the
Earth and the
falling object.

I can use my knowledge of sounds and musical instruments
to play and perform.

Sam makes a string instrument. He ties the string tightly.
He plucks the string. The instrument makes a sound.

To be able to
identify the Above
different types
of teeth in
humans and Expected
their simple
functions. Below

To be able to
explain how a seed
is dispersed.

I can develop/plan a musical instrument with a purpose.

To be able to
use the idea of
the Earth’s
rotation to
explain day and
night and the
apparent
movement of
the Sun across
the sky.

I can think about sound in a wider context – motivation,
damage, peer pressure

To be able to
describe the
movement of
the Moon
relative to the
Earth.

To be able to
describe the
Sun, Earth and
Moon as
approximately
spherical
bodies.

I can research designs for a musical instrument to include
from different places around the world.

(a)
I can create a mood through music

3. What can be done to slow down the speed things fall? What is this force
called?
I can evaluate my design for a musical instrument

do things fall when you drop them?
Give some examples of how sound is made by a musical instrument
2. Why
I can explore and understand how sounds are made,
including pitch and volume.

What causes sound?
Objective

X
To be able to
describe the
movement of
the Earth, and
other planets,
relative to the
Sun in the solar
system.

I can identify different ways of communicating and its
affects

Sound assessment
Self Assessment

6 Weeks

To be able to
identify common
appliances that
run on electricity

To be able to
identify the
different
types of teeth
in humans
and their
simple
functions.

To be able to
describe the
simple
functions of
the basic parts
of the
digestive
system in
humans.

I can describe in writing how I felt during a day without
sound.

Name

Topic: Sound

String instruments
I can recognise moods created by different pieces of
music.

To be able to
investigate the
ways in which
water is
transported within
plants.

To be able to
explore the
requirements of
plants for life and
growth (air, light,
water, nutrients
from soil).

To be able to
identify and
describe the parts
of plant and their
functions

Year 4 Spring 1

Pupils self
assess using
learning
journey sheets
I can understand how sound impacts our lives.

1. Describe how these 2 babies’ bodies (one is a boy and one a girl) will change by
the time they become adults.

Pupils are assessed
formally and informally.
Teachers record achievement
against the learning objectives.

X
X
1
0
10
11
0
0
5
0
0
5
0
0
6
0
0
4
0
0
9
0
0

13
High
12
Middle
5
Lower

X
X

E
X

X
11
11
11
14
11
37

27.25

w
45
41
45
43
48
13
17

To be able to
describe the Above
simple functions
of the basic
parts of the Expected
digestive system
in humans. Below

Test results recorded against these Los - not national curricululm

X
0
0
11

X
X
X
29
0
16
0
0
11

1
0
2
3
25
0
16
0
0
11

0
0
2
2
30
0
15
3
0
11

0
0
3
3
26
0
17
0
0
11

0
0
1
1
30
0
18
0
0
0
0
17
11
9

0
0
3
0
4
7

13
15
20
11
15
20
0
4
1
5
17
14
19
13
11
7
10
14
19
0
5
4
9

Electricity
Digestion

Below

Expected Above
0
0
12
7
18
1
26
0
1
3
11
20
18
49

Expected Above
0
0
0
Below
Below

Expected Above
0
0
0
5
7
7
19
0
1
7
5
8
2
15

Expected Above
0
0
0
Below

a1 c1 c2

Assessment

Digestion

Spring Assessment year 5

I can review what I already know, ask questions about the
topic and decide how I’ll answer these.

Science Family Evening a4 c1 c3
The aim of
the evening
was to
have fun
and
promote
science

Enrichment

c1 d2

The pupils have benefitted from trips to
the zoo, STEM workshops, Kew Gardens
and from workshops at the local high
schools.

In school enrichments
a1 a2 a3 a4 c3 d1 d2

Visitors during the year have included
the “bone lady” and a Stomp workshop.
Also classes have benefitted from
science workshops and a science play.

Outdoor learning
The school has an environmental area –
the green zone complete with different habitats
and a pond.
There is also an off site allotment which classes
can visit. Year 4 are timetabled to visit once a week
- weather permitting.

b3 d2

Clubs

a4
The science coordinator
and Mrs Nice, TA run Science club
in the winter months and
Gardening club in Spring and
Summer.

Resources

4a a1 a4 b3 d1

Year 5 Science technicians in the
School’s new science resource area.
Example of
Resource information
and care sheet
Care of magnets
Alnico Magnets – these are either painted or aluminium
(light grey metal) in appearance.
Bar magnets should be stored in pairs or back
to back with opposite poles touching. If you only
have one, place it on a steel sheet that will act
as a “keeper”.

Horseshoe magnets should be
stored with a keeper – a steel
bar that sticks to the two ends
of the magnet. Or, put two
horseshoes together with
opposite poles touching.

If these magnets are not stored carefully the magnetic force will
weaken and the magnet will no longer attract or repel.
DO NOT STORE WITH OTHER TYPES OF MAGNETS

Although the school’s grounds are
limited, there are science outdoor
learning areas- the Green zone,
an environmental area complete
with a variety of habitats
(including a pond); an offsite
allotment and a polytunnel.

The school is well supplied
with guided reading books
with science themes
facilitating small group
discussions and research.

Insets

a4 a5 b1 b2

Science Yellow Cluster Meeting

Class list for each unit (LOs along top), tick above, expected, below. Where below, make sure that
teachers indicate there has been follow-up. (Stanley Park). Science staff meeting scheduled termly.
Other school’s termly. Teacher Assessment – books and APP.
Children self-assessing and reviewing (circle maps) St Mary
Kent/Hamilton/Cornerstones – dip into other schemes to fill gaps.
Assessment allows teachers to see what they haven’t covered.
Victor Seymour – each child has a google drive document with LOs from every subject (Red, Yellow,
Green – go back and change) using Teacher Assessment Emerging, Expected or Exceeded. Difficult for
Subject Leader to look at.
More able – initially a yes/no performance descriptor but not exceeded statements are being
developed.

A selection of slides from the
termly insets given by the science
coordinator

Details of cpds attended by
the coordinator and other
staff members. Cluster meeting minutes
and
details of coordinator cpd meetings.
Acknowledgement from NFER for

Some schools have kept levels some moved away
Rotation of foundation subject obs by subject leaders over every two years.
Most book scans rather than obs. Give a focus for teachers (e.g. taken from a book scan/whole school
priority) questioning, science diff
Used to analyse data for only Year 2/6. Much stronger priority to pass up the assessment of LOs with
new curriculum.
Use assessment to flag up if there are teachers who require CPD/updated/higher standards in particular
topics e.g. if groups of children are below the LO
Science Twilight Session 14th May, Chaucer Centre
All Saints – Rising Stars year group packs good for inexperienced teachers. No assessment in there.
‘Ticket’ for 5 minute presentation at start of PDM – grammar subject knowledge teaching each other.
Could do for science? Drip feed.

Projects and Competitions

c1

There are frequent science
competitions – this year we have
had “Are you a scientist?”
At the science evening pupils
were challenged to identify the teacher
from childhood photos (link to Y5’s
Animals including Humans topic.
Some example entries are shown.

Each half term pupils are set
a project as Friday homework.
Parents are encouraged to
get involved

